
Borough of Fenwick Roads Committee 
 

Minutes of the meeting held March 25, 2019 
 
The Road Committee met at 112 Sequassen Avenue on Monday, March 25, 2019. 
 
The meeting was called to order at 4:38 PM ET. 

In attendance were C. Chadwick, J. McCann and W. Webster (Chairman) 

Also attending was Marilyn Ozols, Land Use Administrator and Frank Keeney, Board of 
Warden & Burgesses liaison. 

C. Chadwick acted as recording secretary. 

 

Agenda Item #1 

J. McCann moved to accept the minutes of November 17, 2018. Seconded by C. 
Chadwick.  Approved unanimously. 

 

Agenda Item #2 

Geoffrey Jacobson of Nathen L. Jacobson Associates, Chester CT presented the 
“Proposal for Survey and Engineering Services – Sequassen Avenue Improvements” 
dated March 21, 2019 and attached to these minutes. 

Mr. Jacobson began by reviewing the survey and plan which had been used to raise 
and reconstruct sections of Nibang and Sequassen Avenues west of the “crab creek 
bridge” several years ago. He also presented a survey of the southern extent of 
Sequassen Avenue which had been used to relocate the southerly portion of that 
roadway several years ago. 

Both plans depicted similar pre-renovation elevations of approximately 3.3 feet above 
mean high water (“still high water”). The Nibang/Sequassen project resulted in a 
finished elevation of the roadway of approximately 5.4 feet above MHW – a 2.1 foot 
increase. 

The March 21, 2019 proposal outlines $4,930 for a survey which would be required to 
know how to proceed with engineering a design for $6,430. The total is $11,360. 

The committee members discussed the now regular flooding of the portion of 
Sequassen Avenue south of the bridge. The consensus was that elevated tides deliver 
sea water through a low section of berm just south of the bridge and that storm events 
also wash over the dune at the south end of the roadway. The exit path for water 
accumulated on 500 to 1100 feet of the roadway appears to be the low berm after the 
tide or storm has abated but that drainage can take days. W. Webster asserted that as 
much as 24” of standing water has made the roadway impassible. 

 

  



 

Ms. Ozols pointed out that a Sequassen Avenue South reconstruction would require 
DEEP permits if the roadway or any of the grading impinges on the CJL (Coastal 
Jurisdiction Line). It would also require local review.  This suggests that the Borough 
cannot just have a responsible road contractor do a simple elevation. 

Because of the likely permit requirements the committee discussed the possible 
elevation or re-grading of the berm on the west side of the roadway and reconstruction 
of the dune on the east side of the roadway at the same time as the reconstruction of 
the roadway itself. It was thought that this “integrated approach” might be attractive to 
the DEEP as a means of protecting the valuable Lynde Point marsh restoration. 

Agenda Item #3 

Mr. Jacobson helped the Committee review the status of the proposed Nibang Avenue 
entrance reconstruction. This project is not “shovel ready” as there has been no formal 
proposal/application made to the State DOT and there may also have to be permits 
obtained from the DEEP. Mr. Jacobson estimated the cost of this project to be more 
than $100,000 owing to his experience with the typical municipal bidding process. He 
agreed that there may be a way to lessen the cost by being selective in the bidding 
process. 

Agenda Item #4 

W. Webster asked the Committee’s consent for him to make the Board of Warden & 
Burgesses aware of the Sequassen Avenue – South proposal. Unanimous agreement. 

 

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 6:06 PM ET 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

C. Chadwick – acting secretary 












